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STATISTICAL RE LIABILITY
OF THE SAMPLES

Throughout the analysis presented in this study it. has
been sought to avoid Unqualified assertions that the fj..
nancial characteristics of the sample cospanies apply
also to all 11 seisafacturing corporations in the fjv
indestri.s. Obviously it would be un3uatifiable to clai
rigorous representatiieness for samples as smell as those
treated here, psrtictlarly in view of the fact that. Si.
n.ncial characteristics vary widely from company to com-

pany. Strictly epealing, the findings relate to the sea-
pies alone and not to all s11 corporations in the se-
lected industries. Yet so.. statisticaU.y-.inded readers
will seek to go beyond this limitation, and to appraise
for themselves the validity of applying the sample ca..
niss' ratios to fl sfl corporations in the five fields.
This appendix, by mcamining the statistical significance
of the two types of ratios used in the study, may provide
ansrs to so.. of th. questions such readers will ask.

MEAN RATIOS

Most of the discussion of accounts payable and notes
psyable in iapter 3 was bésed on ariUtic sean ra-
tios. )j in the following -i'iation of statistical re-
liabillty the .oveamnt of the mean ratio of accounts pay-
able to tctal assets will be used for purposes of illus-
tration. The test lced is Student's t-test, which
need not be discussed here in detail./ Th. test has been
applied to 3-year averages (l92. 28 and 1934-36) of the
mean ratios given in Thbles B-? and 8-8 In the Data Book
(see footnote 2 of appendix A, above). The for-ul& used
is as folic s, with I representing the average of the

mean ratios for 1926-28 and 2th. average for 1934-36,

Zd,' and Zd1' the s of the squared deviations !rci

, and i,, and n the aer of companies in the sdI'2ple:
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The application of the t-test. is based on the assump-
tion that, the standard deviations of the two universes
are the same. Although the stanflard deviations of the
samples rose from the earlier to the later period, this
increase does not necessarily invalidate the underlying
assumption. The change was largely due to the fact that
a f companies reported ratios of 1 and over in the 1934-

36 period. In both groups of years the ratio of accounts
psyable to total assets was sufficiently normal for all

csziies in each sample to make it possibi. to apply the
t-test with a reasonable degree of confidcice. On the
other hand, the distribution of the companies according
to their ratios of notes payable to total assets was er-
ratic, end did not warrant the use of the t-test. It is

for this reason that only the rat.o of accounts payable

to total assets was tested statistically.

In the various industries' mean ratios of accounts

payable to total assets (1926-28 average) / the percent-

age movements that would be necessary for statistical

significance at the 5 percent level are found to be as

followS.W In other words, if the baking companies' ra-

tio (all companies) moves by 25 percent or more we may

say that there are only 5 chances out of 100 that this

change results from sampling errors.

The probabilitY that the upward movements of the

ratios from 1926-28 to 1934-36 were due to sampling er-

rors / are indicated by the following figures, repre-

senting the nuer of chances out. of ioo.fr/ Where these

figures are 5 or below the statistical reliability of the
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1 11l.. than 0.1 90 .i'Li 70
6

361115 than 0.1 4 1.a

ratio aovsasnts falls within thu 5 percent
statistiCal reliAbility of 3-ySar' averages of ratj03is of conrs. greater than that OJ the Iatio3 forgle year.

RATIOS GRMT

fl of the analysis in th. tsxt of this stuwas based on arthritic mean ratios,
were also used, oout.d in th. following fashj. Forthe .ale cantes in a giv.n industry in a given ys,the ratio, uy, of oiuTent assets to current

liabjilti..obtained by titg the current assets of all thecinjes, steting th current lisbilitj.5
of all thedjvjdjng the ma of the current .s..t. b7the ma of the curree. liAbilities. The ,atu_. of thstabu1atios med. mach a procedure nec.s.a,uy s is..stances. It y be J*stifj.d not only on ground. of c.

venience, but also bscaus all the in the ipie, were mall (assets l..s than $250,000), with the r.-alt that there we. rs]ativsy little chnc. of a fee]args canje doninating th. pictures It is true, bee.ever, that in the aggregats ratios th, largercein the al.s have nor. weight than the ller ouws.Therefore etisre these ratios are used it should be borneind that they represent grosips of a1l C'Ifsnies inthe aggregate, and do not nsc.ssan
defin. the charac-teristic, of a typical or model fl Cajy,

Mdl. it is possibi, to decide with a fair degree ofaccw.ey *sth.r a psrticuj mean ratio fall, within pr...crib.d limits of the tru. - ratio for the univer.e,/it is a diffilt, if not iossibie,
undsrtajcJsg to k.macla a ,judgasnt for an aggregate ratio. In the presentsituation, however, it is possible to reach rough .ppr-Itjcn of the statjstj r.lj.bj3jt7 even of aggregateratio., bicaus. c.rtaj mapplma,, infcr.etjon is&V41pl,.
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Two ways are open for uging in a general. fashion
the statistical reliability of the aggregate ratios con-
puted for the identical sample of continuing companies,
analyt.ed In Chapter. 2 and 3. )ne method is to observe
.h.ttur there is a sear-to-year consistency in the ,ari-

ratios. The other is to compare the ratios of the
ji.ntical sample of continuing companies (covering the
year. 1926-36) with those of the identical supplementary
sa1t derived from the 1930 drawing (covering the years
1930-3S), and to analyze the observed differences.

The year-to-year consistency of the ratios found for
the sample companies is one of the strongest defensea of
their statistical reliability. Observation of the basic
tablet in the Data Bock shows that th. ratios rarely fluo-
tu&ted erratically; mOot of them remained stable, followed
a cyclical course, or moved gradually upward or downward
over the il-year period. Such consistency of movement
provides good reason for trusting the picture shown by

the data.

If a particular aggregate ratio i. found, for exam-
ple, to rise gradually but steadily over the entire 11-
year period, the movement can be regarded as reliable ev-
idence even if it amounts to less than, say, 10 percent

of the ratio, and even if the standard error of the mean

is relatively large. If we assume that, as a result of
chance fluctuations, the ratio was as likely to fail as

to rise from year to year, the probability that it would

ris, consistently over the il-year period would be in the

neighborhood of () or 1 in 1,021., regardless of it.

standard error. Hence, even if the ratio had a large
standard error of the mean in a &.ven year, its indicated

mie.ent might still be reliable./ if it. movement fol-
lomed a consistent pattern there would be a large proba-
bility that it was significant. This is the principal

reason why it may be held that the statistical "scatter"

of the data does not seriously affect the major conclu-

sions drawn from the ana].yi.

It can be shown also that, given aggregate ratius to

total assets from two independent samplen (say the (6
and 1930 drawings), and making several qualifying assump-

tion., we can compute the standard deviation of the ratio

for the 1926 sample by means of the following forniula. 2/
In this forwolA R stands for aggregate ratio, d for the
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differences between the aggregate ratios for the t
1g.s (they overlap for the yars 1930.36), A for the to.tal assets, in do1la, of each particular COspai jnsamples, and th. subscripts 26 and 30 for the identjc,a.uplea of continiLing co*ntes derived ra the 1926
1930 thawing., respectively.

The foz'la rests on the fact that an aggregate ra.
tio can be reduced to a weighted mean ratio, the velgts
being the dencuirsatore of the component mean ratios. Pi'caof the differences b.tn the two s1es'
ratios of aggregates for the same years we can derive
estimate f the dispersion of the individual ca.p.rq- ra-tios for which the ratio of th. aggregates is the weight-
ed mean. Irs other words, we can estimate the standard de-
vistton of th. mean ratio of the universe from the staiid-ard deviation of these differences (( in the above for..
'1a), Thu standard deviation of the mean ratio for the

universe yields the standard deviation of the correspond-1ag ratio of aggregate. when consideration .... given to
th weight. implicit in these ratios of aggregates. Since
we iasov the asset-size distribution of the companies In
the two sample, we cars derive, for any given mean ratio
in which total assets are the dsncminator,f the weights
necessary to convert the mean ratio into the correspond-
ing aggregate ratio. These weights are represented in the
above fcr.ula by the ratio of E(A') to (zA) that isthe ma of the square. of the total assets of each par-
ticular companx divided by the square of the sum of thetotal as.t. of all the c'upsnies in the sample.

In the derivation of the toss3.a three asationawere mad., First, it was assumed that the 1926 and 1930
sample. were dra* from the aa universe, and that they
therefore furnish estimates of the same characterisitica.

Fisai.cing Se.jg Cor*or,tio
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Second, it was sssum.d that in each industry th. asset-
lie. distribution of the ccspanjm. in those samples isthe true distribution - that i, the distribatjon pre-
vailing for the univers, of uall manufact'jng corpora-tions in th, particular industry - and did not changeover th, period 1930-36. And finally, it was assumed
that the standard dsviat ion of the mean of a given ratiofor the idvers. of small manufacturing corporations in
a particular industry was the same in each of the 7 years1930-36.

It cannot be maintained that all of these assump-
t,ions accord strictly with the facts. We know, for exam-
ple, that the eonjes in the 1926-36 identical sample
were in existence for at least 11 years, and that thosein the 1930-36 sanpie were in existence at least 7 years.
Therefor. the record of success of the former is somewhat
bettor than that of the latter, a fact that stands in con-
tradiction to the first assumption. Again, although the
asset-size distribution of the sa1e companies may have
been the true distribution at the time of the drawings,
it certainly shifted somewhat over the periods of depres-
ion and recovery in the years 1930-36. The second of
these e*.ptions I. relatively unimportant, but the first
may be significant.; if so, it would have the effect of ex-
aggerating the stindard deviation of the aggregate ratio
computed by our formula.

Of the ratios of aggregates used in this study, that
of inventory to total assets has been chosen for the pres-

ent test. This ratio is shown in Table C-i for the con-
tinuing companies in each industry and for the 1926 and
1930 drawings. From the data in tbi table, and from the
1936 asset-size distribution of the companies in the two
drawings4/ the following estimates of the standard de-
viation of the aggregate ratio of inventory to total as-
sets (1926 sample) wers derived, by means of the formula
Just described: baldng .013; men's clothing .019; furni-
ture .016; stone-clay .018; machine tool .018.

We may assi that a range equal to four times the
standard dei.iation - two above and two below the aggre-
gat. ratio - constitutes the ratio's fiducial limits;

there are only about 5 chances out of 100 that the true
ratio lies outside these limits. At the 5 percent level
of significance thase fiducial limits, in p.rent of the

1
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average 1930-36 aggregat. ratio for the 1926 saaple are
as followa: baking t29; s&i clothing ±11; furniture
t12; stone-clay *22; ichine tool !19. These percent-
ages are iz*.ended to provide sos notion of the general
aagnitnds of the ovei in th. given ratio Uat would
be nscesssry for statistical significance. Ths standarderrors of these aggregate ratios are fairly large, but
other stedies in preparation under the Financial Research
Progr.s indicate that they are not unusually large forsples of financial, statnts data.

*ien ths ratio, were analysed in the text (part. icu-larly in Cha*er 3) we took the plecaution of averaging
the anflft1 ratios for the first, and last three years of
the 1926-36 period. i, procedure not only revealed aiupward ne er1ward tendency in the ratio over t.hs 1926-36
period, but also s.rvd to narro, the fidise iii limits by
approxjte1y 40 percent. Since the fiducial Ilaits tOT
the inventory to total assets ratio run less than 30 per-
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cent, the OOtesponding hits for the average of three
.l ratios would be 1... than 20 p.rc.nt. In men's

CIOUIinj a 7 pSrcsnt things In the ratio would probably
be significant.

It ns.ds to b. pM.is.d again, however, that the
fiducial H4t. calculated in the first section of this
.ppendlz for s.t.cted e ratios used in the tsxt are
of a far bigh.r order of rd4kbility thin those pre-
sented in this section. Th. chief purpos. of th. pre.-
sot discussion ii to outline a method that. offers scsi
promise of asuring the statistical reliability of ag-
gregat, ratio. isr. the scstt.r of the denominator is




